
The Atmospheric Boundary Layer

• Turbulence (9.1)

• The Surface Energy Balance (9.2)

• Vertical Structure (9.3)

• Evolution (9.4)

• Special Effects (9.5)

• The Boundary Layer in Context (9.6)



What processes control the depth of the 
boundary layer?

• Entrainment

• Large-scale vertical velocity

• Horizontal advection



220 Cloud Microphysics

Entrainment of warm, dry air from the free tropo-
sphere into the cool, moist boundary layer air below
plays an important role in the marine stratocumulus-
topped boundary layer. The rate at which this

entrainment occurs increases with the vigor of the
boundary layer turbulence, but it is hindered by the
stability associated with the temperature inversion.
Figure 6.14, based on model simulations, indicates
how a parcel of air from the free troposphere might
become engulfed into the stratocumulus-topped
boundary layer. As in the case of cumulus clouds,
following such engulfment, cooling of entrained air
parcels by the evaporation of cloud water will tend to
drive the parcel downward.

Exercise 6.2 Derive an expression for the fractional
change d!"!!" in the potential temperature !" of a
parcel of cloudy air produced by a fractional change
in the mass m of the parcel due to the entrainment of
mass dm of unsaturated ambient air.

Solution: Let the parcel of cloudy air have tempera-
ture T", pressure p", and volume V", and the ambient
air have temperature T and mixing ratio w. The heat
dQ1, needed to warm the entrained air of mass dm, is

(6.9)dQ1 # cp(T" $ T ) dm

Fig. 6.13 Looking down on stratocumulus clouds over the
Bristol Channel, England. [Photograph courtesy of R. Wood/
The Met Off ice.]
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Fig. 6.14 Model simulations showing the entrainment of air (darker orange) from the free troposphere (lighter orange) into the
boundary layer (blue) over a period of "6 min. Arrows show fluid motions. [Adapted from Sullivan et al., J. Atmos. Sci. 55, 3051
(1998).]
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Entrainment

• Entrainment occurs whenever a non-
turbulent volume is incorporated into a 
turbulent volume.

• Entrainment increases the depth of the 
boundary layer.

• Detrainment occurs whenever a turbulent 
volume becomes non-turbulent.



Entrainment
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Entrainment
In winter, the stable nocturnal BL is much deeper, and 
the daytime mixed layer is so shallow that the top of the 
stable BL persists day and night as the capping inversion.

CHANGES ALOFT: SYNOPTIC-SCALE MODULATION. Changes 
in temperature aloft are easily visualized by variations 
along the trace of the 285-K adiabat in Fig. 6. As the 
antecedent storm departed on 1 January, a period of 

rapid warming, indicated by the steep descent of the 
285-K contour, was observed above the SLV. The near-
vertical orientation and tight packing of isentropes 
during this period suggest strong horizontal gradients 

FIG. 5. Skew-T logp profiles of temperature (red) and dewpoint (green) during various IOPs. Wind speeds and 
direction are plotted with height to the right of each profile (1 barb = 5 m s−1). (a) 0600 UTC (2300 MST) 14 Dec 
2010, (b) 0600 (2300 MST) UTC 29 Jan 2011, (c) 0600 UTC (2300 MST) 14 Jan 2011, (d) 1800 UTC (1100 MST) 
24 Dec 2010, (e) 1500 UTC (0800 MST) 26 Dec 2010, and (f) 1800 UTC (1100 MST) 3 Jan 2011.

FIG. 6. Time–height plot of potential temperature during IOP 5. Isentropes are indicated by contours (bold con-
tours every 5 K and light contours every 1 K). The 1-h change in potential temperature is indicated in shading 
to highlight periods of warming and cooling. The gray line at 2,500 m indicates the approximate elevation of the 
mountain crests that enclose the SLV. Green (blue) dots indicated the time of ISS (NWS) radiosonde launches.
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Boundary Layer Growth
What processes control the depth of the boundary layer?

• Entrainment

• Large-scale vertical velocity

• Horizontal advection
dzi

dt
= we + wi

or
�zi

�t
= �V ·�zi + we + wi

where we is the entrainment velocity (volume per
area and time) and wi is the large-scale vertical
velocity at z = zi.



Boundary Layer Growth
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Adapted from Meteorology for Scientists and Engineers, A Technical
Companion Book to C. Donald Ahrens' Meteorology Today, 2nd Ed., by
Stull, p. 69. Copyright 2000. Reprinted with permission of Brooks/

Cole, a division of Thomson Learning: www.thomsonrights.com.
Fax 800-730-2215.

In regions of fair
weather, wi is usually
negative (downward)
and tends to make the
boundary layer
shallower.

Exercise 9.30 shows that

wi = �zi{� · V}

where {� · V} is the mass-weighted horizontal
divergence in the boundary layer.
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w��� > 0

w��� < 0
Entrainment



Boundary Layer Growth

What controls we?

• Stronger turbulence (w�) increases we.

• Greater stability (��̄/�z) at ABL top
decreases we.

The convective velocity scale is

w� =
�g

�
(w���)s zi

�1/3



Boundary Layer Growth
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Boundary Layer Growth

The average � in the mixed
layer, ���, is a�ected by the
surface and entrainment
sensible heat fluxes:

d���
dt

=
FHs � FHzi

zi

=
(1 + A)FHs

zi

dzi

dt
= we + wi

we =
AFHs

��



Boundary Layer Growth

• Under conditions of light winds, one can 
predict zi without knowing we.

• Use the early morning       and a prediction 
of FHs(t).

• FHs(t) can be estimated from F* (net 
downward radiation at the surface).

• The procedure is called the thermodynamic 
method or the encroachment method.

�(z)



Boundary Layer Growth
How much energy (heat)
is needed to change the
average temperature of
the ABL by 1 K?

Change in energy per
unit mass is specific
heat = cp�T (J/kg).

<latexit sha1_base64="zSVNZt7ZSL0csqASanehrO/ab9M=">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</latexit>

Change in energy per
unit volume = ⇢ cp�T
(J/m3).

<latexit sha1_base64="zvg46+OzMlqH5k1Gx2KOGUYLn54=">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</latexit>

Change in energy in the
ABL per unit area (J/m2):
= zi ⇢ cp�T = zi ⇢ cp�✓.

<latexit sha1_base64="wa52D1rKNoQ1+BZ51+nWgQ/yQoU=">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</latexit>

How much energy was used 
to warm this ABL column?

 mzi = 750  KΔT = 0.7
 

(750 m)(1.2 kg/m3)
(1004 J/(kg K) (0.7 K)
= 632,520 J/m2 

zi ρ cpΔθ =



Boundary Layer Growth

� �(t2)

�(t1)
zi(�) d� =

� t2

t1

FHs(t) dt

Energy put into the
ABL per unit area and
time = � cpFHs (W/m2)

zi ρ cpΔθ = ρcpFHs Δt

Equate energy used to warm the 
ABL column to energy put in by FHs

zi Δθ = FHs Δt
Simplify the condition for this equality to

General equality for variable  and zi FHs

Energy put into the ABL
per unit area during a short
time interval �t

= ⇢ cpFHs �t (J/m2)

<latexit sha1_base64="iX9Uuyepkvdlu7JL0KsZZRZU1wY=">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</latexit>



Boundary Layer Growth
Exercise 9.6 (a) At sunrise, ��/�z = � in the stable BL
and zi = 0. What is zi(t) after sunrise if FHs is constant?
� �(t)

�(0)
zi(�) d� =

� t

0
FHs(t) dt

zi(�) =
� � �(0)

�
� �(t)

�(0)

� � �(0)
�

d� = FHst

[�(t)� �(0)]2

2�
= FHst

[�zi(t)]2

2�
= FHst

zi(t) = [(2FHs/�) t]1/2
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 F_{Hs}

� �(t2)

�(t1)
zi(�) d� =

� t2

t1

FHs(t) dt



Boundary Layer Growth

How do we predict FHs(t)? 
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Exercise 9.6 (b) How does the shape
of FHs(t) relate to the shape of zi(t)?

zi � t1/2 does not agree with zi � t2

which typically observed in the early
morning because FHs(t) is not constant
but increases, and the initial �(z) is not
linear but exponential in shape.
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Cloud-topped Boundary Layer over Land



Cloud-topped Boundary Layer over Land

• Horizontal roll vortices may form under 
certain conditions.

• The roll axes are aligned with the mean 
wind direction.

• Roll diameter is comparable to the BL 
depth.

• Clouds may form in the updrafts and 
produce cloud streets.
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Cloud-topped Boundary Layer over Land



Cloud-topped Boundary Layer over Land
Vertical cross-
section through 
laminar horizontal 
roll vortices

Satellite view of 
cumulus clouds aligned 
into cloud streets by 
turbulent horizontal 
roll vortices



The Marine Boundary Layer

• The diurnal cycle is not as important.

• Relative humidity is greater.

• Cloud cover is more extensive.

• Radiative heating is more affected by clouds.

• Drizzle is significant in some regions.

Differs from the BL over land in several ways:
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(v) Summertime arctic stratus under a weak anticyclone, in which there may be multiple cloud
layers driven by surface chilling of and cloud top radiative cooling of moist, warm air advect-
ed over cold pack ice.

The global distribution of low cloud (at heights of 2 km or less above the surface) is best document-
ed in routine synoptic observations of cloud type and cover by untrained surface observers using a
simple classification scheme from WMO. These have been archived over the past 50 years, and
were compiled by Warren et al. (1988). Below are shown the annually averaged cloud cover (fre-
quency of occurrence multiplied by fractional sky cover when cloud type is present) for low lying
‘stratus’ (stratus+stratocumulus+fog), which encompasses the most radiatively important cloud
types, and for cumulus cloud. These cloud layers are typically 100-500 m thick, with a cloud base
anywhere from the surface to 1500 m, and tend to be nonprecipitating. Over much of the midlati-
tude oceans and parts of the eastern subtropical oceans, stratus cloud cover exceeds 50%.
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Closed cell convection is 
driven by cooling at 

the cloud top.



The Marine Boundary Layer

Open cell convection is 
driven by heating at the 

surface.



The Marine Boundary Layer

closed cell 
convection

open cell 
convection



220 Cloud Microphysics

Entrainment of warm, dry air from the free tropo-
sphere into the cool, moist boundary layer air below
plays an important role in the marine stratocumulus-
topped boundary layer. The rate at which this

entrainment occurs increases with the vigor of the
boundary layer turbulence, but it is hindered by the
stability associated with the temperature inversion.
Figure 6.14, based on model simulations, indicates
how a parcel of air from the free troposphere might
become engulfed into the stratocumulus-topped
boundary layer. As in the case of cumulus clouds,
following such engulfment, cooling of entrained air
parcels by the evaporation of cloud water will tend to
drive the parcel downward.

Exercise 6.2 Derive an expression for the fractional
change d!"!!" in the potential temperature !" of a
parcel of cloudy air produced by a fractional change
in the mass m of the parcel due to the entrainment of
mass dm of unsaturated ambient air.

Solution: Let the parcel of cloudy air have tempera-
ture T", pressure p", and volume V", and the ambient
air have temperature T and mixing ratio w. The heat
dQ1, needed to warm the entrained air of mass dm, is

(6.9)dQ1 # cp(T" $ T ) dm

Fig. 6.13 Looking down on stratocumulus clouds over the
Bristol Channel, England. [Photograph courtesy of R. Wood/
The Met Off ice.]
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Fig. 6.14 Model simulations showing the entrainment of air (darker orange) from the free troposphere (lighter orange) into the
boundary layer (blue) over a period of "6 min. Arrows show fluid motions. [Adapted from Sullivan et al., J. Atmos. Sci. 55, 3051
(1998).]
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Stratocumulus-topped boundary layer
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Atmospheric Moist Convection 37
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Temperature, TSpecific Humidity
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Figure 3: Finite amplitude displacements in moist atmospheres stable to infinites-
imal perturbations.

SURFACE HEAT AND MOISTURE FLUXES

RADIATIVE DRIVING

COOL OCEAN

qtQl
WARM� DRY� SUBSIDING FREETROPOSPHERE

H

ENTRAINMENT WARMING� DRYING ql
QL�ADIABATIC

Figure 4: Cartoon of well mixed, non precipitating, stratocumulus layer, overlaid
with data from research flight 1 of DYCOMS-II. Plotted are the full range, middle
quartile and mean of �l, qt and ql from all the data over target region binned in
30m intervals. Heights of cloud base and top are indicated as is mixed layer values,
and values just above the top of the boundary layer, of various thermodynamic
quantities. The adiabatic liquid water content is indicated by the dash-dot line.
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Radiative fluxes in a stratocumulus cloud layer
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Shortwave (solar)  net flux and radiative heating
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Longwave net flux and radiative heating



The Marine Boundary Layer
ON ENTRAINMENT RATES IN STRATOCUMULUS 1

Figure 1. Cloud layer state as observed during RF01. From left to right, total water specific humidity, qt, liquid-
water static energy temperature, sl/cp, and liquid water specific humidity, ql. Lines are from soundings, darker
indicating earlier, filled circles and bars denote level leg means and standard deviations, and dots denote dropsonde

data from the above-cloud portion of the descent.

New data, from a set of field observations collectively referred to as the second
study of the Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS-II), were
collected to address these issues (Stevens et al., 2003). DYCOMS-II took place during
July 2001, in the heart of the Northeast Pacific stratocumulus regime, approximately
500 km west-southwest of San Diego, California. Most of the DYCOMS-II flights,
including the one analyzed below, were nocturnal. Hence the absence of a temporally
varying and difficult to quantify component of the energetics simplifies the analysis
for these flights. The basic flight pattern during DYCOMS-II consisted of eleven 30
minute (60km diameter) circles, two each flown at four levels within the boundary layer,
and three flown above the boundary layer. Interspersed among the circles were aircraft
soundings and one circle (or segment of a circle) to probe the structure of the cloud
top interface. The length and quantity of circles allows one to reduce uncertainties in
measurements of turbulent quantities due to sampling errors. In addition to a standard
suite of instrumentation for measuring the turbulent state of the flow, special probes
for fast response measurements of dimethyl sulfide (DMS) and ozone (O3) were also
deployed during DYCOMS-II. These trace gases have special properties which make
them well suited as tracers of entrainment, and thus complement heat and moisture
budget based estimates of this important variable (Lenschow et al., 1999). Lastly,
the remote sensing capabilities of the aircraft, which included dropsondes, lidar, and
millimeter cloud radar (Vali et al., 1998), greatly extended the effective sampling
volume of the measurements, so that cloud evolution could be tracked throughout the
flight.

In sum DYCOMS-II consisted of nine research flights, six of which were nocturnal,
and incorporated flight patterns well suited to the goals of this study. In this paper,
however, we focus on only the first of these six flights, Research Flight 1 (RF01).
Our attention was drawn to this case because the cloud layer showed clear evidence
of significant thickening throughout the flight, despite macroscopic conditions which
many believe should portend its desiccation.

These points are roughly illustrated in Fig. 1, where we show successive soundings
made in the study area through the course of the flight, and mean measurements at
specific heights from the thirty-minute level flight legs. here the state of the layer is
indicated by the total-water specific humidity, qt, liquid-water specific humidity, ql, and

Cloud layer maintains the capping inversion.



The Marine Boundary Layer

How does the cloud layer maintain the capping inversion?

• Radiation cools the BL, while subsidence 
warms the air above the BL.

• The strong capping inversion reduces 
entrainment, which otherwise would tend to 
evaporate the cloud layer.
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Lecture 15, Slide 

Sc physical processes: Precipitation

Drizzle: Drops > 100 µm radius, 
falling ~ 1 m s-1.

Sedimentation (in cloud only): 
Cloud droplets less than 20 µm 
radius, falling a few cm s-1.

hourly cloud top

hourly LCL

hourly cloud base

Comstock et al. 2004

EPIC 8-mm vertically pointing ‘cloud radar’ observations of drizzling Sc

z

precip flux 

1 mm/day
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Lecture 15, Slide 

SCBL diurnal cycle in SE Pacific sonde time series

3-hourly sondes show:

1. Mixed-layer structure 
with strong sharp 
inversion

2. Regular night-time 
increase in inversion 
height, cloud 
thickness.

3. Decoupling measured 
by cloud base - LCL 
increases during 
daytime and during 
periods of drizzle on 
19, 21 Oct. (local noon 
= 18 UTC)

(Bretherton et al. 2004)
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surface heat and moisture fluxes 

radiative driving warm, dry, subsiding free-troposphere 

zi 

entrainment 

ql (averaged over cloud) 

H�

2310 

765 

qf (z) sf (z) 

297.3 307.1 311.9 0.9 2.9 13.65 0 0.22 

ql,adiabatic 
cumulus mass flux 

transition layer 

sea surface 

Structure of the cumulus topped boundary layer as observed during the 10th research 
flight of the Rain in Cumulus over the Ocean Field Study. The ordinate shows the top of the 
cloud layer and the LCL of the mean surface layer air. The values on the x-axis give s/cp 
averaged over the sub-cloud layer, at 2300 m and at 3500 m for the left panel; q at 3500 
m, 2300 m and averaged over the sub-cloud layer for the middle panel; and the liquid-
water specific humidity over cloud passes only (where cloud coverage is typically 5-10%) 
in the rightmost panel.





Trade-wind cumulus boundary layer





Trade-wind cumulus boundary layer
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cold SSTwarm SST







The Marine Boundary Layer

• As the Sc-topped BL moves over warmer 
SSTs, it deepens and Cu clouds appear below 
the Sc layer. 

• The Sc layer becomes increasing decoupled 
from the surface and gradually thins due to 
entrainment.

• The Sc layer completely evaporates leaving a  
trade-wind Cu BL.
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Cu under Sc
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Cu under Sc
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Cold air outbreak
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9.5 Special Effects 405

Fig. 9.27 (Top) Visible satellite image of eastern North America and the western North Atlantic showing clouds and snow-
covered ground. The region near Lake Ontario outlined by the rectangle is shown in more detail in the bottom figure. Winds
are from the northwest, causing cloud streets over the Great Lakes and over the Atlantic Ocean. Water vapor picked up by
the air as it crossed Lake Ontario triggered a lake effect snowstorm downsteam over upper New York State. [NASA MODIS
imagery.]

At night when the mountain slopes are cooled by
longwave radiation, the chilled air sinks downslope
as a cold katabatic wind11 due to its negative
buoyancy. This flow is compensated by a return
circulation having weak rising air aloft over the
valley center. The chilled air that collects as a cold

pool in the valley floor is conducive to fog forma-
tion. Layers of less cooled air do not descend all the
way to the valley floor, but spread horizontally at
their level of neutral buoyancy, as indicated by the
pink arrows in Fig. 9.31. Both the anabatic and kata-
batic winds are called cross-valley circulations.

11 kata: from the Greek for downward.
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